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VOTING SUMMARY - SECY-04-0045

RECORDED VOTES

NOT
APRVD DISAPRVD ABSTAIN PARTICIP COMMENTS DATE

CHRM. DIAZ

COMR. McGAFFIGAN

COMR. MERRIFIELD

x X 4/6/04

x X 4/14/04

x X 4/12/04

COMMENT RESOLUTION

In their vote sheets, all Commissioners approved the staff's recommendation and provided
some additional comments. Subsequently, the comments of the Commission were
incorporated into the guidance to staff as reflected in the SRM issued on April 21, 2004.



NOTATION VOTE

RESPONSE SHEET

TO: Annette Vietti-Cook, Secretary

CHAIRMAN DIAZFROM:

SUBJECT: SECY-04-0045 - FINAL CRITERIA FOR THE
TREATMENT OF INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS IN A
REGULATORY ANALYSIS

Approved iaisapproved Abstain

Not Participating

COMMENTS:
Recognizing that the guidance being provided with respect to Individual Requirements in
Regulatory Analyses does not replace the staffs obligation to fully comply with the backfit
provisions of 10 CFR §50.109, I believe the final guidance strikes a workable balance between
the staff's need for flexibility and the need to ensure discipline in the preparation of Regulatory
Analyses that accompany agency rulemakings. Subject to several edits (attached), I approve
publication of the Final Criteria for the Treatment of Individual Requirements in Regulatory
Analyses.

SIGNATURE(

DATE
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criteria for the treatment of any individual requirement must be consistent with the standards of

the backfitting rule. Under the backfit rule, any new requirement that is a backfit must be

shown to be cost-justified and produce a "substantial increase' in overall safety. Lastly, their

final two points in this section are in agreement with the NRC criteria. First, the commenter

agrees with the NRC that in "cases where a new.backfit requirement is being considered for

inclusion in a voluntary alternative, to current regulations ... NRC should consider imposing

such a new requirement, if justified under the standards of Section 50.109, through the normal

disciplined backfitting process, ... rather than merely Including it in a voluntary-alternative rule."

Second, NRSG "agree(s) with the NRC position that if an individual backfit requirement Is not

related to the objective of the regulatory Initiative ... ,the 'requirement must be addressed and

justified as a backfit separately.'"

Response: For the most part, the NRC agrees with these comments. With respect to

the NRC's meaning of "cost-beneficial" In the situation discussed by the commenter, the NRC

means that the regulatory Initiative results In a larger net benefit than would accrue to an action

without that requirement. (An Individual requirement is related to the stated regulatory objective

of the regulatory Initiative and, overall, Is cost justified and constitutes a substantial Increase In

safety>) 7 Sk',ce J fncc'sple/ ark sIhe ld A C easc0.

Comment: NRSG stated that there should be further guidance on backfitting issues

related to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code. Specifically, they

state:

NRC's guidance should allow the NRC discretion to perform a cost-benefit analysis of

individual new requirements contained in later editions of Section Xl before they are

Incorporated wholesale into Section 50.55a. If the NRC finds that individual new

requirements of later Code editions are not cost-beneficial for some or all plants, the
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NRC should consider imposing the individual requirement as a backfit affecting all plants to

which it applies, rather than merely including it in a voluntary-altemative rule affecting only

those plants where the voluntary alternative is adopted.

A special case involves the NRC's periodic review and endorsement of maketaey-

consensus standards, such as new versions of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

(ASME) codes. These NRC endorsements can typically involve hundreds, if not thousands, of

individual provisions. Thus, evaluating the benefits and costs of each individual provision in a

regulatory analysis can be a monumental task. Further, the value gained by performing such

an exercise appears limited. These vaiatm consensus standards tend to be noncontroversial

and have already undergone extensive external review and been endorsed by industry.

Although regulatory actions endorsing these vaetR~r consensus standards must be addressed

in a regulatory analysis, it is usually not necessary for the regulatory analysis to address the

individual provisions of the vchmaity consensus standards.

The NRC believes this is appropriate for several reasons:

(1) It has been longstanding NRC policy to incorporate later versions of the ASME Code

into Its regulations; and thus, licensees know when receiving their operating licenses that

updating the ASME Code Is part of the regulatory process;

(2) Endorsement of the ASME Code is consistent with the National Technology Transfer

and Advancement Act, inasmuch as the NRC has determined that there are sound regulatory

reasons for establishing regulatory requirements for design, maintenance, inservice inspection

and inservice testing by rulemaking; and

(3) These vahnitly consensus standards undergo significant external review and

discussion before being endorsed by the NRC.

Some aspects of these regulatory actions endorsing vefu1iavy consensus standards are

backfits which must be addressed and justified individually. For example, NRC endorsement
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Section C. Other circumstances where the NRC does riot apply the backfit rule to the

endorsement of a later code

Other circumstances where the NRC does not apply the backfit rule to the endorsement

of a later code are as follows-

(1) When the NRC takes exception to a later ASME BPV or OM code provision, but- Ontr

merely retains the current existing requirement, prohibits the use of the later code provision, or

limits the use of the later code provision, the Backfit Rule does not apply because the NRC is

not imposing new requirements. However, the NRC provides the technical and/or policy bases

for taking exceptions to the code in the Statement of Considerations for the rule.

(2) When an NRC exception relaxes an existing ASME BPV or OM code provision but

does not prohibit a licensee from using the existing code provision.

Section D. Endorsement of later ASME BPV or OM codes that are considered backfits

There are some circumstances when the NRC considers it appropriate to treat as a

backfit the endorsement of a later ASME BPV or OM code-

(1) When the NRC endorses a laterprovision of the ASME BPV or OM code that takes a

substantially different direction from the currently existing requirements, the action is treated as

a backfit. An example was the NRC's initial endorsement of Subsections IWE and IWL of

Section Xi, which Imposed containment Inspection requirements on operating reactors for the

first time. The final rule dated August 8, 1996 (61 FR 41303), incorporated by reference in

§ 50.55a the 1992 Edition with the 1992 Addenda of IWE and IWL of Section Xl to require that

containments be routinely inspected to detect defects that could compromise a containment's

structural integrity. This action expanded the scope of § 50.55a to include components that

were not considered by the existing regulations to be within the scope of ISI. Because those
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Commissioner McGaffigan's Comments on SECY-04-0045

I approve the publication of the final criteria for treatment of individual requirements in a
regulatory analysis in the Federal Register and to incorporate and publish those criteria in
Revision 4 of NUREG/BR-0058.

The Commission challenged the staff to develop a disciplined, scrutable methodology, to
publish that methodology for public comment, and to revise or refine the methodology as part of
addressing stakeholder comments. SECY-04-0045 provides to the Commission the final
product of this process. I join with Chairman Diaz in believing that this final guidance strikes a
"workable balance" between the needs both for flexibility and discipline when conducting
regulatory analyses for rulemakings. I also support the Chairman's clarifying edits and append
a few additional editorial corrections.

I note Commissioner Merrifield's desire to re-insert in the criteria a sentence regarding
individual cost analyses. This sentence previously received support by a majority of the
Commission. Commissioner Merrifield is correct that the sentence was included in the
proposed criteria published in the Federal Register, and I recognize that there was no public
comment received to support deletion of this sentence. However, I did not support the inclusion
of this sentence originally and I continue to believe that the suggestion of a need for separate
cost analyses for each sub-requirement of a rule will overburden our rulemaking process for
complex rules.
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Response: The NRC does not agree with the commenter that disaggredation of all

requirementssby-defauiteither practicable or desirable. The underlying purpogse of a

regulatory analysis is to provide decision makers with a tool for choosing between options or

alternatives. When a regulatory initiative has a number of-discreet, yet necessary

requirements, the decision makeres choice is not whether to include or ex6lude necessary

individual requirements but, rather, whether or not to enact the initiative as a whole.

Determining the costs of each necessary requirement provides n6 additional valueto to h&6

regulatory;analysis because .those costs are not discretionary with respect to the propbs'd

action under review. Thus analyses bof necessary individual requirements presen lnfoIrfation

which Is irrelevant to the cec sion making... .

Further, as stated In the proposed criteria, published for publi- t n'nt inhthe Fed-eral

,Registeron April 18, 2003 (68 .FR19162): ilSpdcifically, this gtidahib'ce-tatesbtht' adecislon on

-the.level.of disaggregation needs:to be tempered by consideration'si;o re'a'6soable'ne&s'ard

..pra c~tcality.,rand that a more detailed-disaggregation wouldohly' n ar t 'Ifjit produtW

..substantially different. altematives .with-potentially meanlngful results. -!Thiifsiim'pief that the

analyst must be able to demonstrate that any aggregationin the analysis wouldl -ibsultin
,I . .

different conclusions of the analysis. Therefore, the NRC still does not believe that

disaggregation.li all cases should bethe preferred a& oa'ch and starids' by the p6sition stated

in the pirqposed criteda.,As stated In the guldance; the NRC.'d6es not believe thiat-thede should

be a general requirement for a separate analysis of each Individual requirement of a rule. -This

could lead to unnecessary cpomplexities.' Also,:NRC believes thatlits guldrnceis consistent

with. OMB .CIrcular!A-, cited above.. .. . . . . ,Lj' I a. ;

Comme'nt: NRSG states that if, acco'rdihg to the criteria, an'irdividUa1'e'qujlrement must

be both 'related' to the stated objective of the ragulatYry-initiative.'tid be dlie'tbe'ficlal,"then

the NRC should clarify what It means by cost-beneficial. The commenter also states that the
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criteria for the treatment of any individual requirement must be consistent with the standards of

the backfitting rule. Under the backfit rule, any new requirement that is;a bbackfit must be*

shown to be cost-justified and. produce a "substantial increase" In overall safety. Lastly, their

final two points in this section-are in agreement with the NRC criteria. First, the commdnter

agrees with the NRC that~in ucases where a new backfit requirement is being considered for

inclusion.in a voluntary alternative, to current regulations NRC should cohsider-im'posing

such ,a -new requirement, if justified under the standards of Section 50.109, through the noiiral

disciplined backfitting process, . . rather than merely lncludin' it in a voluntary-alternative rule.'

Second, NRSG "agree(s) with the NRC position that if an individual backfit:requirement is not

related to the objective of the regulatory Initiative .. ., the 'requirement must be addressed and

jus.Ufied as.aIpackfit.separately.':"..>; . . .c : ...

,. Responpe4;Foqr the-most partlthei-NRC agreels withlthese b6hrf'mehts;. With respect to

th~e.,,C's rr~eaIing of "costbe.neficlal- In the situation discussed by the cormehnter, the NRC

means that the regulatoryninitiative results In.a larger nelttbenefit thart wdold ccrue io':ah '6tion

withoutAhat:requirement... An individual.requirement is-related to -the-stated regulatory 6bjective

of ,ethefegqlpjay initiaKtv.e and, overallJy;costJustified and constitutes a substantial Increase in

safety..,.;; -: I:. r; .;.--- -si

Comment: NRSG statedtihat there should be further guidance on backfitting issues

related to the m Ierican Socke ty'of.Mech~nical E~ngineers (ASME) Code.=Specifically,*they
. .. . . . . .

state: 2.. ..

.NRC's guidance should allow the NRC discretion to'perform a cost-benefit andlysis of

individual new requirements contained In later editions of Section Xl before ihey are-

inc~orporated wholesale Into..Section .50.55a. If the. NRCG inds tliat Individual'new

requirements .of.ipter Code :ed~itorsLare nxt cost-bernficial for some' orall plants; the
.. . .

. ... . . . .
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NRC should screen out those new individual requirements in accordance with the

standards of the backfitting rule., , A. -r

Response: The .Commisslon's policy regarding Inservice Inspection (ISI) requirements

is to assure the integrity of the reactor.coolant system (RCS) boundary and containment as they

relate to defense-in-depth considerationsl.that do-not-lend themselves to costlbenefit analyses.

Further, in this specific.Instance,; copst/beefit analyses .are not well suited to determine if new

requirements-that address aging omponents are'appropriate.because of the many

uncertainties associated with the effects of aging-i -i M. 1 :'

When the Commission formulated Its policy, the then Chairman stated 'that: 'Both the

*ASME and the AGRS hale strongly-urged that the Commission- mainfaihnthe current updatifig

requirement" and that- -. 4..

ASME asserts that the failure of the NRC to incorporate later editions of the

Code in the requirements, absent justification under.a backfit analysis, would

serve to undermine.ASME because of the disincentive of volunteers torengag'e

themselves In-an.ASMEprocess that Will notrnecessarily-affect operating-plants'

Moreover, because.some states :routinely'establish requirementsbasedooh

current ASME codes, the.acceptanb'e of the staff's approach would create the

.anomaly that:non-nuclear.faciliUes might be required to conform to-more modem

*.coIes.than nuclear facilities;.. -. , ; -; , , , \ , ; , l -a

The Chairman-also indicated he was aware "that industry participatesin .the.development of the

ASME codes and that costs are considered in the amendment process. Thus, although t-he
*t * .@ @Rle 'S* S 5.5.-t £,8 . lt

reyIsl9.sm ray 3ot, .aralyzedwith..tl)e rlgoriequired by.our backfit analysis; the costs and

benefits are implicitly weighed." '. -

- .*L... . .-

.. 4. .
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Another Commissioner commented: 'li. A-

10 CFR 50.109 has served the NRC, our lice-isees,%-Tnd fr f6tkehold`rsw'ell, and thus,

my decision to not subject ASME Code updates to its b~ckfit provisions Was made only

after [ carefully considered how the staff's recommended optiornshould exacerbate the

-complexity, Inconsistency,-and program diverg'ence associated with our cddrrent update

process. My decision also came-after cbnsidefingthe divers&hi-akeup of the ASME

members that-produce Code changes and.theconsensus process'they ULse.. I

believe that considerations of increpsebd safety Vbrsusi'dost are implicit in the7ASME

-consensus process. . .. ;::... .; .

In sum, NRSG's suggested.approach Is Inconsistent with .the ComrnImssion'opre'vious

guidance to the staff. . . . .:

.If i. ..Final Criteria e

* In. evaluating a proposed regulatory initlatiyes the-NRC usually performs a regulatory

analysis .for the entire rule to determine whether or not it is cost-justified. However, aggregating

or ubundlingwdifferent-requirements.in:a.single analysis -could-pdtentially mask-the inclusion of

an unnecessary individual requirement. -4n the ,casenf a' rule that providds a voluntary.

alternative to current requirements the net'benefit frbm'the relaxation of b'ne requirement could

potentially support a second unneceSsaryTeijviremeht that is hottcost-justified.'-Similarly, in the

case of other types of rules, including those subject to backfit analysis,' the n'et benefit from.

one requirement could potentially support another .requireMefit that Is. not cbst-justified;'

,"The Regulatory Analysis Guidelines of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,*
(NUREG/BR-0058) have~been- developed so'that a regulatory analysis thbt'coiforinms-tothe'se
Guidelines will meet the requirements of the Backfit Rule and the provisions of the CRGR
Charter. " .a. , ..

2 This discussion does not apply to backrits that the Commission determines qualify
under one of the exceptions In 10 CFR 50.109(a)(4). Those types of backfits require a

'' ' '' j ' ' ? ' ; . . . , .. . . . .

* ':'.~ .' " .' ' "'. .. '* ' ' ' *'.,
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. Therefore, ,when analyzing and, making decisions about regulatory initiatives that are

composed of individual requirements, the NRC must determine if it is appropriate to include

each Individual.requirement. Clearly, In certain instances, thelinclusion of an individual

requirement is necessary. -This would be the case, for example, when the individual

requirement Is needed for.the-regulatory Initiative to resolve the problems and'concems-and

-.meet the'stated objectives3 .that are the focus .of the regulatory Initiative.

However, there will also be instances;in which the individual'requirement is not a

necessary component of the regulatory initiative, and thus the NRC will have some discretion

regarding its Inclusion. In these circumstances, the NRC should -Lthe following guideline:

.. ,Ifthe individual requirement Is related (i.e., supportive but not necessary) to the

* .; stated objective-of the regulatory Initiative, it should be included only if its overall

..~..v :.ieffect Is to make the bundled regulatory requirement ror. ddstbendficial. This i ;

would iny-plve-. quantitative:and/or qualitative.evaluatiori of the bosts arind 1 g*

*:; nb~eefits of the regulatorynitinative1with:and without the individual reqUlrerneht--Z:.

_/.t, ~ ~ ~ ~ t Ti..n~ue,,ad~~eOcrpaCW in of~those-results14. u,-; !>r.sJ;t *'; <do "hrL

. .

documented evaluation rather than a backfit araliyss'i;'Vrid cost Is not a'consideration in
deciding whether or not the exceptioris are justified (though costs may be considered in
determining .howto:'chleVe a certain'Ilvel of protection), . . - '<.i

3The stated objectives of the rule are those stated In the preamble (also known as the
Statement-of. CoonT.ldera'tions):of the rule.{ ! i . ,:'* .

t ¢i ~T.jerm raybe circumstances in whith the;analyst:considersincluding an individual
requirement that is unrelated to the overall regulatory initiative. For example, an analyst may

; conslcer-aom~bning-certaln..unrelatedrequlrements.as a.Way to eliminate duplidativ-e rriiemdking
costs to the NRC and Increase regulatory efficiency. Under these circumstances, It would be
approprqate.to combine these discrete;TIndivif uaiequirethent ifithe-ove~raldleffectristo rJ'nkd the
regulatory Initiative more cost-beneficial. In those Instances In which the individual requjrement
Is.a backfit, the requirement must be addressed andjustified as a backfit separately. These
b.a. cKits are:nqt.t,;.b, lnclude(d.lh.the. ov.elall regfialatory an ,alysis7o~fth'e->.r'e~mnaldertfthe.:
regulatory initiative .: ' A-tve . :.. *.. v .s. .-. '.:. r" A .t

* * * . . . * . * ,. .
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In applying this guideline, the NRC will need to separate out the dis'crete'r'e'quirements In

order to evaluate their effect on the cost-benefit results. In the-'or,- each' regUlatory' initia'tiv'

could Include several discretionary individual requirements ahd each of thoftsediscretionai\y

requirements could be comprised of mariy discrete steps, in which each discret6 step'coUld be

viewed as-a-distinct individual requirement. Thisralses theipote'ntial for a'large numb'er-of

iterative cost-benefit comparisons,'with attendant analytical compieXities. Thus:'ohnsiderable

care needs to be given to the level of disaggregation that one attaches to a discreti7nary

requirement. . .

In general, a decision on the level of disaggregation needs to be tempere'd by' -

considerations of reasonableness and practicality; ;For example, :nore detailed disaggregation

Is only appropriate if it produces substantively.differentfaltematives with potentially meaningful

Implications on the cost-benefit results. Altematively individual elemrndts that dbhtribute little to

the overall costs and benefitsand are noncontroverslal-may nbt warrant miuch,;Ta'ny,

considerationr. In.general, it will. notzbe necessaiyito'p'r6'ide additioQial.-docum'e'ntation or

analysis to explain how this determination is'niade although-such t'xfihdihg ca67r~t-'ainly be

challenged at the public comment stage.5 For further guidance, the analyst is referred to

principles.regar.q.ing..th a2ppropriateJ.yeij:of-detail.to. beinclu'ded hi.a reguiatory hanlysis,,a

discussed in Chapter 4 of the "Regulatory.&na yslsGuidelines ofthe U.S. NucleajRegulatry

Commission.'

In some cases, an individual requirement that Is being constdere'dtfor.incluslon in a,-:

voluntary alternative to current regulationsrmbi. be jusUfiable. under the''ackft crittna. In these

..casesth.e IndiYid-ual.requirement, Is.bothcost-justified and provides a substanla1'n'ctease1n'the

oy.erall protec.tion.of the. public ealth,and rsaf-et.he comrnmon defenshe
Z.. .. j .. -n v ~" f11U4i~~f~~

* 5SSee NUREGIBRL-OQ53,l ievisloni.5,March4200t,.iM.S. Nuclear Reguiator' Coirission
Regulations Handbook,' Section 7.9, for discussion of.how to treat comm1e~itkii v gp

. ~ ~ ~. . .- . .- . . *- .*



Uf included in the..regulatory analysis.. (An -summations and comparisons:-Although
*.example would be a regulatoryaction whose .-:this.approach provides dati6nal'basis for
*soleimpact.would be to.require licensees to evaluating values and impacts, it has a

.-.carryladditiohalinsurance4. )Information on . number;.ofcomplexjties and controversies.
*.:identifying.transferipaymentseis included in .; .

-the.Ha'ridb6ok;tln additionr-depreciation is an In..order.'.to. placeiallivalues~and impacts on
ac.counting concept that should.notsbe '.:.; a.c6mbmon bbsis-.,a conv.ersionfactor is

tnld.da-ant impact<.:-i-.5'.>--,... n .sn~ddt-trdflectsth-emmonetarymtorth ofiribluded as enedpct~d Atya* n~ o
t: .,z~; ,$v-R<9 s4 ;- .fi~mw-F:>fq~s,; "^ :!a-unit--6.ofraodi~atia-n-,expuosure.l~;The-urrently

'ln analyzing impacts,'theistaff also has to.be i.. recomn~ernded .va'ueforLthis:dollar -t
¢.sehsitive:to~the'Arub impact-f(dost)Nto- '. . .convertio'n11a'ton;'
. libensees.--.For-examplp the practice of rem.2 :This; dollar.Valeonlyb b aptures the
- .allocatirgno repla'ement nergyicosts by ; i ,health ;effectsfatfributabie toiradiological

*- .claTminglhat the'requirement carl be ; ' eosure..ln'riselect xegtilatory applications,
accormzplished'during a-regularly scheduled -such asicertain seVbre-powe reapctbr

* outage is-,not-aiways practical or reasonable. . accidentzscenarios, a radiological release
c.: .' ln.-reality, the-.ournulatiVe effect of all new could also result in offsite property

-r.>¢!-.requiremen stcan'addincremental :. conse-quences',hosdnonetan*si
dovntime~rand.,therefbre,,4analysts..should < * con'sequenceshoid need to:beaddressed

*attribute -appropriatbareplacementenergy' - "rseparTtely 'and *treated ts.an -drdditiV'e factor
;':cost -penalties'.tolh'elhrrspebotiveire'ulatory.f: :' insthe~overall.alu'e;irnpact as§e.s-rment.
.-actions;,ffappropriate-'Furtherifor'mew TheXbasisjfrdtheiNRC3s n'ew:conveSsion

* requioiemehts:jthat~have extremelythigh : factor;policy isp'r~ovide~d in )iReasse'ssment
- ilementationosts othat wil! grtly e of..NROCs~DollartPer Rrso6n;Rem t
.incriease'~bpjerating costs-the analyst needs-i ^(E Conversioi Factor:PoiPyONURUEG-.1533.'
-:;'to -considerith -potsibility.thlat the irhposition -:G uidance lon ;loyrhedollar; person-rem

of4h-ese-ifpactsmniay result:insorne. facilities conversibnifactdrsis t6,be'appliedEia well as
no longer being economical to operate and, ^gdidarce.o-p valuing tffsite property.

:thUbsfhavinb'g'to terrinahte operations. The ' 'sequencesl.isnd he'1n tlafidbook.
* l Handbook..shouldibe consulted for-additional . :t'b- '*&. ,

-iriformatibn'Trlated-ospotefitial'prem ature -t
-, faclitpclosurev. eoiisteltith@MB3UldfficeI a i alues

z t :~. W rt.. .; ! ..<.and impactsincludinughublic:heallth and
4.3.4-itEvaluationof ValuJ' ahd lnmp~cts . safety,;'are to-be. !prepss-4ion -a present-

. * r. tt.-i £ * worth basis.~Theprindiple'fdrtregulatory
TheMevaluation-of quantified estimates of the r2-analysis .sthat future eeithieffeqts 4should

Va RVntha ' Ia s ' uet dth r'rrent effcts and
* 'proposed re'glatory-action'nvolving NRC present-worth tehniquesi amhi.evo this. For

- licensees'geherallyinvolVes expressing B- tff; 'Al 301;z: -
:values and irnpacts on a-don tnMo-:basis, for ' .. Az- .-
*.example,iO6nstantdollars fromsa reference. 21Th6 '21O ipflplrson-reml n;Pslonsadi'-w-ilbe

'eaf 'imBae'b~s~thg..walues-Ad'Impatts reed . sbi ct;,t:pecrl iew t iby.. igiB5;b~asd "ri changes to

to~be triemriothat srs lo. .. rs hep @ pe jeson-remt ,ithef- -n4 ri fatr~l 1o1y dfhpge s erb thewiel beafoebtedbythd i~l isiftecoed ryoh factbr
prbrgo od ~r6tiit tionppresnt worth (Sqqq-gR1!klvso t! shift up

:.b~is~~n~ to~llw meninful* ~~ b a tousnd ollrs r more, Any future change~baslsj ,isnormally ;used -t a.Ilowmea.iingful .in the adollar per person-ren conversion factor will be noted
* .. In subsequent revisions to the.Haindbook.

- .. '



example, based on a given conversion . ':analysis,*is appropriate.as.lonq asisufficient
factor, health and safety.consequences are justification ]siprovided foriuseoofthat rate.
.consistently-valued at a fixed dollar value ve-analysis, using a._-pereen
. r.pe.rson-,cSv..(person-re 7m)JThusg the .............. shbtuld.1 ;h .,prep red
monetary worth of a person-cSv (person- :' for.s'ensitivity.ali ip s hb base
rem) averted is assigned a.fixed value (in iase,
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Commissioner Merrifield's Comments on SECY-04-0045

I approve that staff's recommendation to publish the final criteria for treatment of individual
requirements in a regulatory analysis in the Federal Register and to incorporate and publish these
criteria in Revision 4 of NlUREG/BR-0058, "Regulatory Analysis Guidelines of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission," subject to the following.

This paper is deficient in that it did not totally address the Commission's direction in the Staff
Requirements Memorandum (SRM) for SECY-02-0225. Specifically, the Commission directed
the staff to incorporate language associated with obtaining separate cost estimates for each
requirement when deriving the total cost estimate for aggregated requirements. There was much
deliberation on this issue and the Commission approved language provided by the staff.
However, this language was not included in the current paper. The staff should incorporate the
attached language from the previous SRM into the final criteria and Revision 4 to NUREG/BR-
0058, so it is clear that the cost of each component of the proposed rule is separately itemized in
the regulatory analysis and equates to the aggregated cost estimates.



"Even though inclusion of individual requirements is necessary in this case, the
analyst should obtain separate cost estimates for each requirement, to the extent
practical, in derivinj the total cost estimate presented for the aggregated requirements"

Therefore, when analyzing and making decisions about regulatory initiatives that are

composed of individual requirements, the NRC must determine if it Is appropriate to Include

each individual requirement. Clearly, in certain instances, the inclusion of an individual

requirement is necessary. This would be the case, for example, when the individual

requirement is needed for the regulatory Initiative to resolve the problems and concerns and

meet the stated objectives3 that are the focus of the regulatory initiative.

However, there will also be instances In which the individual requirement is not a

necessary component of the regulatory initiative, and thus the NRC will have some discretion

regarding Its inclusion. In these circumstances, the NRC should follow the following guideline:

If the Individual requirement Is related (i.e., supportive but not necessary) to the

stated objective of the regulatory initiative, it should be included only if its overall

effect Is to make the bundled regulatory requirement more cost-beneficial. This

would Involve a quantitative and/or qualitative evaluation of the costs and

benefits of the regulatory initiative with and without the individual requirement

Included, and a direct comparison of those results.'

documented evaluation rather than a backfit analysis, and cost Is not a consideration In
deciding whether or not the exceptions are justified (though costs may be considered in
determining how to achieve a certain level of protection).

3The stated objectives of the rule are those stated in the preamble (also known as the
Statement of Considerations) of the rule.

'There may be circumstances In which the analyst considers Including an Individual
requirement that Is unrelated to the overall regulatory initiative. For example, an analyst may
consider combining certain unrelated requirements as a way to eliminate duplicative rulemaking
costs to the NRC and increase regulatory efficiency. Under these circumstances, It would be
appropriate to combine these discrete Individual requirements if the overall effect Is to make the
regulatory initiative more cost-beneficial. In those instances In which the individual requirement
is a backfit, the requirement must be addressed and justified as a backfit separately. These
backfits are not to be included in the overall regulatory analysis of the remainder of the
regulatory Initiative.


